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Indications of sentinel node biopsy in thin melanoma
Indicações de biópsia do linfonodo sentinela em melanomas finos
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ABSTRACT
Objective: To assess data on survival, recurrence and histological
factors in positive and negative sentinel lymph nodes in thin
melanoma cases. Methods: A systematic review was conducted on
observational studies in four databases (Cochrane Library, Medline,
Embase and Lilacs). Positive and negative micrometastases in
sentinel lymph node biopsy were compared regarding the clinical
outcomes – death and recurrence – and six histological factors –
vertical growth phase, Breslow thickness, Clark level, ulceration,
regression and mitosis rate. Results: Positive sentinel lymph node is
statistically associated with greater risk of death in six studies (OR:
7.2; 95%CI [2.37-21.83]; I2 0%) and also to recurrence in three studies
(OR: 30.7; 95%CI [12.58-74.92]; I2 36%). Comparing positive and
negative groups, the histological factors predicting positive sentinel
nodes and poor prognosis were: mitosis rate ≥ 5/mm2 (OR: 16.29;
95%CI [3.64-72.84]; I2 40%); VGP (OR: 2.93; 95%CI [1.08-7.93]; I2
59%); Breslow thickness ≥ 0.75mm (OR: 2.23; 95%CI [1.29-3.86];
I2 0%); and Clark level IV-V (OR: 1.61; 95%CI [1.06-2.44]; I2 34%).
Conclusions: The statistically significant results associated with
the presence of micrometastases in thin melanomas were Breslow
thickness ≥ 0.75 mm, Clark level IV-V and mitoses ≥ 5/mm2, absence
of regression. This histological factor of ulceration was associated,
but not statistically significant.
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RESUMO
Objetivo: Avaliar dados sobre sobrevida, recorrência e fatores
histológicos nos casos de linfonodo sentinela positivo e negativo em
melanomas finos. Métodos: Realizou-se uma revisão sistemática
de estudos observacionais em quatro bancos de dados (Biblioteca
Cochrane, Medline, Embase e Lilacs). Micrometástases positivas
e negativas em biópsia de linfonodo sentinela foram comparadas

com relação aos desfechos clínicos – morte e recorrência – e a seis
fatores histológicos dos melanomas finos – fator de crescimento
vertical, índice de Breslow, nível de Clark, ulceração, regressão
e índice mitótico. Resultados: Linfonodo sentinela positivo está
estatisticamente associado a maior risco de morte em seis estudos
(OR: 7,2; IC95% [2,37-21,83]; I2 0% ) e associa-se a maior recorrência
em três estudos (OR: 30,7; IC95% [12,58-74,92]; I2 36%). Os fatores
histológicos preditivos de positividade do linfonodo sentinela com
associação estatisticamente significativa são: índice mitótico ≥ 5/mm2
(OR: 16,29; IC95% [3,64-72,84]; I2 40%); fase de crescimento vertical
(VGP) (OR: 2,93; IC95% [1,08-7.93]; I2 59%); Breslow ≥ 0,75 mm (OR:
2,23; IC95% [1,29-3,86]; I2 0%); e nível de Clark IV-V (OR: 1,61; IC95%
[1,06-2,44]; I2 34%). Conclusões: Os seguintes resultados estavam
associados à presença de micrometástases nos melanomas finos e
foram estatisticamente significativos: Breslow ≥ 0,75 mm, Clark IV-V,
índice mitótico ≥ 5/ mm2 e ausência de regressão. O fator histológico
ulceração foi associado à presença de micrometástases, porém, sem
significância estatística.
Descritores: Biópsia de linfonodo sentinela; Melanoma; Linfonodos

INTRODUCTION
The presence of positive sentinel nodes had a statistically
significant association with higher numbers of deaths
and recurrences. The histological factors that were
significantly associated with the presence of lymph node
micrometastasis were as follows: Breslow thickness ≥
0.75 mm, Clark level IV-V, mitoses ≥ 5/mm2 and absence
of regression.
Although ulceration did not show any statistically
significant association with the presence of positive sentinel
nodes, the analysis indicated a tendency towards it.
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Sentinel node biopsy (SNB) is used to predict
recurrence of cutaneous melanoma and to assess
patient’s survival. This technique is very important
because it optimally stages early melanoma and
allows greater accuracy for individualized prognosis.
In addition, when sentinel node biopsy is combined
with immediate lymphadenectomy for sentinel node
metastases, it can improve overall disease-free survival
(an accepted endpoint in cancer trials).
The overall incidence of melanoma has been rising
all over the world and the proportion of thin melanoma
(Breslow thickness ≤ 1 mm) has increased in relation to
occurrences of more deeply infiltrating lesions. Sentinel
node biopsy has proved to be an accurate procedure for
staging regional node status with minimal morbidity.
Sentinel node status is the most important prognostic
factor for localized melanoma(1,2). The sentinel node
biopsy procedure was developed to identify the 20%
of patients with intermediate thickness primary
melanomas (1-4 mm) who had regional lymph node
metastasis(1). There is great interest in learning more
about sentinel lymph node biopsy within the subgroup
of thin melanomas.
Thin melanomas are considered highly curable by
means of wide local excision alone, with reported fiveyear disease-free survival rates of 95-98%(3). In view of
the low incidence of regional lymph node metastases,
indications for lymphatic mapping and sentinel node
biopsy in such patients appear to be questionable.
Other factors that limit indications for this technique
are its cost and the very small but real chance of
complications.
Although sentinel node biopsy is widely accepted
for intermediate melanoma, its use for thin melanomas
remains controversial(4). In some cases, with Breslow
thickness ≤ 1mm, the procedure can be carried out in
the presence of histopathologically poor prognostic
features, such as ulceration and regression(5-6). Indeed,
ulceration and regression have been associated with
metastatic potential in thin melanoma cases and are
recognized by some authors as a predictive factor for
positive sentinel lymph nodes(5-6).

OBJECTIVE
To evaluate the association between positive sentinel
lymph node and poor prognosis in thin melanoma
patients and the correlation between histological factors
and a positive sentinel node biopsy.
Hypothesis: sentinel lymph node biopsy can be
indicated for selected patients with thin melanoma
(presence of histological factors that may be
associated with micrometastases), in order to predict
prognosis.
einstein. 2010; 8(2 Pt 1):235-40

METHODS
CRITERIA FOR CONSIDERING STUDIES TO BE
REVIEWED
- Types of studies
Studies assessing death and recurrence in thin
melanoma patients undergoing sentinel node biopsy.
Studies were included irrespective of publication
status, language or blinding.
- Types of participants
Thin melanoma patients who underwent sentinel
node biopsy.
- Types of intervention
None.
- Types of outcome measurement
Death;
Disease recurrence.
- Histological factors in thin melanomas:
- Vertical growth phase;
- Breslow;
- Clark level;
- Ulceration;
- Regression;
- Mitoses.
STRATEGY FOR IDENTIFYING STUDIES
Studies were identified by searching the Cochrane Library,
Medline, Embase and Lilacs databases (2000-2008).
The following search strategy was constructed by
using a combination of subject headings and text words
relating to sentinel lymph node biopsy in melanomas.
Medline search strategy
The following search terms were combined to find
studies for inclusion in the review: melanomas, sentinel
node, sentinel node biopsy.
In addition, experts in this subject were contacted to
investigate data that had not been published.
REVIEW METHODS
- Application of inclusion criteria
Two reviewers applied the inclusion criteria to all
potential studies. The reviewers were not blinded
to the report authors’ names, journals, dates of
publication, sources of financial support or results.
The inclusion criteria were:
A. Sentinel lymph node biopsy in thin melanomas;
B. Comparison between positive and negative
sentinel lymph nodes.
-

Data extracted
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The following pre-specified characteristics of all
studies were independently extracted by the two
reviewers. In cases of discrepancy, the opinion
of a third reviewer was sought in order to reach a
consensus.
Method: diagnostic procedures, melanoma
thickness, positive and negative sentinel lymph
nodes, histological factors and follow-up.
Participants: some articles reported data on sex and
age.
Intervention: none.
Outcomes: recurrence and death rates in the groups
with positive or negative sentinel lymph nodes.

Statistical methods
All analyses were performed using the RevMan 5.0.18
software package for dichotomous variables. Odds
Ratios and confidence intervals were calculated.
The heterogeneity analyzed by means of I2 statistics
(differences in reported effect), methodological
heterogeneity (differences in study design) and clinical
heterogeneity (differences between studies regarding
participants’ characteristics or outcome measurements)
were explored. Statistical heterogeneity was assessed
both by inspection of graphical presentations and by
calculation of confidence intervals. When heterogeneity
was found, the potential causes of this heterogeneity
were explored.
RESULTS
Our search yielded 32 potentially relevant articles
out of 1,734 abstracts examined. These published
papers described 32 original studies: 30 case series,
one cohort and one case-control study. The articles
were considered to describe a single study if they
used the same study population. One case-control
study was excluded because the research focus was
on estimating the cost of a positive sentinel lymph
node. Another 11 case series were excluded because
they did not compare positive and negative sentinel
lymph node results or did not set out the results in a
way that allowed meta-analysis. Altogether, 20 studies
were included in nine meta-analyses (Figure 1). These
studies had been published between 2000 and 2008. In
total, 4,493 sentinel lymph nodes were excised and 221
of them were positive (4.9%), with micrometastases.
The population size in the studies ranged from 21
to 465 patients, and the number of positive sentinel
lymph nodes ranged from 1 to 34. The gender and age
distribution was not specified in all studies. Most of the
studies evaluated the vertical growth phase, Breslow
thickness, Clark level, ulceration, regression, mitosis
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rate, recurrence and death. The duration of the followup ranged from 2 to 11 years (median of 6 years). Most
of the studies had been conducted by analyzing medical
data in melanoma referral centers. The SNB technique
used was the same in all centers and the differences
between the histopathological analyses were focused
on immunohistochemistry. The immunohistochemical
stains most often consisted of S-100, Melan-A and
HMB-45.

Figure 1. Inclusion process

Death and recurrence values were assessed
(Figures 2 and 3). Positive sentinel lymph nodes were
associated with greater numbers of deaths; six studies(712)
analyzed this association. The positive sentinel lymph
node group had a total of 52 cases with 2 deaths; the
negative sentinel lymph node group had 1,219 cases with
19 deaths (OR: 7.2; 95%CI [2.37-21.83]; I2 0%). Positive
sentinel lymph nodes were associated with recurrence
in three studies(7,10,12). These three studies analyzed
this association in 26 positive sentinel nodes with 13
recurrences and in 698 cases of negative sentinel lymph
nodes with 24 recurrences (OR: 30.7; 95%CI [12.5874.92]; I2 36%).
The other seven meta-analyses evaluated the
correlations of histological factors with positive sentinel
lymph nodes. The results were as follows:
Presence of the vertical growth phase was associated
with micrometastases in thin melanomas. The metaanalysis included three studies(2,9,13) with a total of 169
cases presenting a vertical growth phase and, of these,
16 had a positive sentinel lymph node. In the group
without a vertical growth phase, there were 138 cases
and five of these had a positive sentinel lymph node
(OR: 2.93; 95%CI [1.08-7.93]; I2 59%).
The Breslow thickness was subdivided into two
groups: ≥ 0.75 mm and < 0.75 mm. The meta-analysis
included four studies(8,9,12,14) with a total of 435 cases
einstein. 2010; 8(2 Pt 1):235-40
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Figure 2. Deaths among groups with and without micrometastases

Figure 3. Recurrences among groups with and without micrometastases

Figure 4. Presence of micrometastases in groups with Breslow thickness ≥ 0.75 mm and < 0.75 mm

presenting Breslow ≥ 0.75 mm, with 27 positive sentinel
lymph nodes. In the group with Breslow < 0.75 mm,
there were 317 cases and five had a positive sentinel
lymph node (Figure 4). There was an association
between Breslow thickness ≥ 0.75 mm and presence of
a positive sentinel lymph node (OR: 4.15; 95%CI [1.6210.64]; I2 0%).
Clark levels IV and V were associated with the
presence of micrometastases in thin melanomas (Figure
5). The meta-analysis included 10 articles(2,4,9,11-13,15-18)
with a total of 803 cases in the group with Clark level
IV-V and, out of these, 47 had a positive sentinel lymph
node biopsy. In the group with Clark level I–III, there
were 862 cases and 29 positive biopsies (OR: 2.18;
95%CI [1.33-3.54]; I2 0%).
Ulceration was associated with the presence of
positive sentinel lymph nodes. Eight studies were
included in the meta-analysis(2,4,9,12,13,17-19). Ulceration was
einstein. 2010; 8(2 Pt 1):235-40

present in 67 cases and, out of these, 4 had a positive
sentinel lymph node; 879 cases did not have ulceration
and there were 44 positive sentinel nodes in the latter
group (OR: 2.09; 95%CI [0.86-5.07]; I2 0%).
Regression was evaluated in eight studies(2,9,12,13,17,1921)
and was associated with negative sentinel lymph
nodes. In total, 305 cases presented regression and,
out of these, 6 had a positive sentinel lymph node.
The other 569 did not present regression and had 38
positive sentinel nodes (OR: 0.44; 95%CI [0.2-0.97];
I2 40%).
Mitosis rate ≥ 5/mm2 was associated with positive
sentinel lymph nodes (Figure 6). Two studies were
included in this meta-analysis(2,9). In total, 29 cases
presented mitosis rate ≥ 5/mm2 and, of these, 8 had a
positive sentinel node. There were 232 cases with mitosis
rate < 5/mm2 and 10 of these had a positive sentinel
lymph node (OR: 16.29; 95%CI [3.64-72.84]; I2 40%).
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Figure 5. Presence of micrometastases in groups with Clark levels I-III and IV-V

Figure 6. Presence of micrometastases in groups with mitosis rate ≥ 5/mm2 and mitosis rate < 5/mm2

Recently, non-zero mitotic rate has been investigated
as a histological prognostic factor. Three studies
analyzed mitosis rate ≥ 1/mm2(4,9,12). In total, 588 cases
were analyzed and 350 cases had mitosis rate ≥ 1/mm2.
Of these, 24 had a positive sentinel lymph node. There
were 238 cases without mitoses and 5 of these had a
positive sentinel lymph node (OR: 2.91; 95%CI [1.127.55]; I2 68%).

DISCUSSION
The incidence of cutaneous melanoma is increasing
worldwide. Since it has aggressive behavior and is
difficult to treat at its more advanced stages, early
diagnosis is essential for achieving a cure. Within this
context, research on SNB in thin melanoma cases is
becoming more and more important. Today, early
diagnosis is very often possible through these new
studies. Clinical application of the auxiliary diagnostic
method of dermoscopy has enabled greater diagnostic
accuracy for cutaneous melanoma cases. Moreover,
interest in skin lesions within the medical community
and among the general public and investments in sun

protection and cancer prevention are increasingly
leading to earlier diagnosis.
Thin melanomas account for a significant
percentage of melanoma cases. Because of this high
incidence, prognostic factors for thin melanomas are
sought. SNB enables analysis on the behavior of such
cases, recurrence and survival rates. Thus, it will be
possible to form one group of individuals with highrisk thin melanomas and another group with low-risk
thin melanomas.
In the international literature, melanomas are
deemed to present high risk when they have the
following factors: Breslow thickness ≥ 0.75 mm,
presence of ulceration and Clark level > III. The TNM
classification group of the American Joint Committee
on Cancer (AJCC) for thin melanomas with the
presence of ulceration or Clark level IV-V is state T1b.
In the absence of these high-risk factors, the state is
T1a. Furthermore, some melanoma referral centers
have used the factor of Breslow thickness ≥ 0.75 mm to
indicate cases requiring sentinel node biopsy.
This study showed that the presence of positive
sentinel nodes correlated with a significantly increased
einstein. 2010; 8(2 Pt 1):235-40
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frequency of deaths and recurrence. Because of this,
positive sentinel nodes may predict poor prognoses for
thin melanoma cases. Such patients should undergo
lymphadenectomy. On the other hand, negative sentinel
nodes led to follow-up with good prognosis.
There is no agreement about the criteria used to
choose which patients should undergo sentinel lymph
node biopsy. Within this context, it is desirable to know
which histological factors are associated with higher
risk of micrometastasis. Therefore, the present study
also analyzed these factors.

CONCLUSIONS
The presence of positive sentinel nodes had a statistically
significant association with higher numbers of deaths
and recurrences.
The histological factors that were significantly
associated with the presence of lymph node
micrometastases were: Breslow thickness ≥ 0.75 mm,
Clark level IV-V, mitoses ≥ 5/mm2 and absence of
regression.
Although ulceration did not show any statistically
significant association with the presence of positive
sentinel nodes, the analysis indicated a tendency
towards this.
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